WSHSB
MARCHING COMMANDS - SUMMARY
STATIONARY
COMMANDS

DRUM MAJOR SAYS

FALL IN

Detail - fall in

TO THE READY
(pre-Attention)

Detail - to the ready

ATTENTION

Detail - 'ten 'hut

snap

DRESS LEFT
(while at Attention)

Detail - dress, left, dress

one, two

READY FRONT
(from Dress Left)

Detail - ready, front

one, two

INTO PARADE REST
(from Attention)

Parade rest, parade rest

parade rest,
one, kick, down

OUT OF PARADE REST
(return to Attention)

Detail - 'ten 'hut, 'ten 'hut

ten 'hut,
one, kick, heels

RIGHT FACE
(90° pivot in place)

Right face, right face

right face,
one, kick, heels

LEFT FACE
(90° pivot in place)

Left face, left face

left face,
one, kick, heels

QUARTER RIGHT
(45° pivot in place)

Quarter right,
quarter right

quarter right,
one, kick, heels

QUARTER LEFT
(45° pivot in place)

Quarter left,
quarter left

quarter left,
one, kick, heels

ABOUT FACE
(180° pivot in place)

About face, about face

about face,
kick, cross, and about

AT EASE

Detail - at ease
OR At ease

FIELD CONDUCTING

No word, whistle or mace.
Drum Major moves arms in
three counts 1st - arms out,
2nd - arms bent,
3rd - arms out and raised.
Unit responds and moves,
along with the third movement
of arms.

1

UNIT RESPONDS

(along with drum major's
3rd arm movement)
unit says "up"

MOVING
COMMANDS

DRUM MAJOR SAYS

WHISTLE SOUNDS

UNIT RESPONDS

MARK TIME
while not marching forward

EITHER
Mark time, ho

OR
first series
of four short whistles

and march

FORWARD MARCH

EITHER
Forward, march

OR
second series
of four short whistles

and move
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ROLL OFF

MOVING
COMMANDS
(continued)

DRUM MAJOR SAYS

2

ONLY DONE
WITH WHISTLE
long & short whistle

"up" after first two drum
hits

WHISTLE SOUNDS

UNIT RESPONDS

and 1,2,3,4,5,6 ,7,8,9,10
READY, MOVE
(applies to ranks of 5)

COLUMN LEFT/RIGHT
broad turn with varying step
lengths within each turning
rank,
while marching

Column, left/right, harch

RIGHT FLANK
90° pivot turn
while marching

Right flank march

and spin

REAR FLANK
(180°) 1/2 pivot turn
while marching

To the rear, march

and spin

LEFT FLANK
(270°) 3/4 pivot turn
while marching

Left flank, march

and spin

MARK TIME
while marching
forward

EITHER
Mark time, ho

HALT

EITHER
Detail - halt

and 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 ,
9,10,11,12,13,14
READY, MOVE
(applies to ranks of 7)

OR
long & short whistle

OR
long & short whistle

during practice without
drums, rank leader begins
halt saying,
"and 1,2,3,4"
on last three beats,
unit always says,
"halt, kick, heels"

